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Abstract: Jointed rock masses are frequently encountered during the TBM excavation. To investigate the 
rock breakage mechanism of jointed rock mass by disc cutter and precursory information before rock failure, 
a series of indentation tests were performed on shear rheological test system. During the test, breaking 
process of specimens were recorded by digital image correlation system and thermal infrared imager 
simultaneously. Therefore, the strain fields and thermal infrared images of jointed rock mass by  disc cutters 
were obtain. The experimental results show that the failure process of jointed rock mass can be divided into 
four stages: compaction stage, linear elastic stage, residual failure transition stage and post-failure stage. 
Besides, the characteristic of strain fields shows a good accordance with that of infrared radiation 
temperature fields at each stage. The failure of rock samples is dominated by shear failure, and the localized 
temperature rise is an important infrared precursor of rock fracture and instability. The experimental results 
are of great significance to the deep understanding of the breaking mechanism of jointed rock mass and 
warnings of engineering disasters. 

1 Introduction 

The full-face Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) is widely 
used in the construction of urban subway for its high 
efficiency and little disturbance to the surrounding 
environment. As the joint conditions encountered during 
the tunnelling have a significant impact on the 
penetration rate of TBM, it is of great significance to 
reveal the mechanism of rock breaking. In addition, 
instability of surrounding rock during the tunnelling is 
also frequently encountered. Therefore, investigation on 
the abnormal precursors of jointed rock masses is 
essential. 

In order to study the rock breaking mechanism of 
cutter, Gnirk et al.[1] and Maurer et al.[2] analyzed the 
failure characteristics of rock mass in the test of cutter 
penetration. It was found that rock mass was damaged 
under the action of tension and shear deformation of 
joint planes. Sikasskie et al.[3-4] and Paul et al.[5] thought 
that the rock chips were formed along the fractures, 
which propagated with a certain dip angle under the 
cutter tip; Tian et al.[6] carried out bidirectional loading 
test on granite samples with holes to simulate roadway 
rockburst. The minimum and average infrared radiation 
temperature of the rock specimens were analysed. It was 
found that the evolution law of infrared radiation 
temperature was closely related to the process of 
rockburst inoculation and occurrence. Song et al.[7] 
quantitatively studied the evolution characteristics of 
strain field and strain localization during the failure 

process of intact marble specimens by digital image 
correlation (DIC) technology. Li et al.[8] put forward a 
general DIC precision improvement algorithm, which 
has been applied to high-precision deformation 
measurement of rock mass with dynamic fractures. 

In this study, to investigate the rock breakage 
mechanism of jointed rock masses under the disc cutters, 
strain fields and infrared temperature fields of jointed 
rock mass were monitored by using the DIC technology 
and infrared thermal imager. Subsequently, through 
comparative analysis, the change law of temperature 
field and strain field in the process of rock mass failure 
was proposed. 

2 Experimental methodology 

2.1. Specimen preparation 

In order to observe the cracks of rock mass surface and 
temperature under the indentation of disc cutter, granite 
was selected as the test material. The specimen is cut 
into a plate shape with size of 200mm×140mm×30mm, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the joint planes that run 
throughout the specimens were manufactured. The joint 
spacing is set to be 50mm and the joint dip angle is 30°. 
Subsequently, joints shall were filled with cement mortar. 
The basic mechanical parameters of jointed rock mass 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1.  Sketch map of rock sample geometric characteristics 
and cutter spacing 

 
Table 1.  Mechanical parameters of jointed rock mass 

Parameters Granite Joint plane 
Density ρ (g/cm3) 2.6 2.1 

Uniaxial compressive strength cσ  

(MPa) 
127.4 29.3 

Tensile strength tσ  (MPa) 7.3 1.5 

Elastic modulus E (GPa) 39.8 5.6 

Cohesive strength c (MPa) 12.53 0.57 

Internal friction angle (°) 45 32 

2.2 Experimental set up and test process 

The test device is composed of loading system, data 
acquisition system and operating system, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The loading system is WDAJ-600 shear 
rheological test system. The vertical and transverse 
loading capacity of oil cylinders reach 600kN, and the 
adjustment range of loading rate is 0.1~100kN/min. The 
cutter used in this test represents the 17-inch constant 
cross-section disc cutter with a central angle of 19 . The 
cutter spacing is set to 80mm. H13 model steel with high 
hardness, which is commonly used with TBM cutter, is 
selected as the material. Its Rockwell hardness is 
45~55HRC. The edge angle of the cutter is 20, and the 
tip width is 12mm. The measurement system consists of 
DIC system and D384M infrared camera, which were 
placed on the front and behind the rock specimen, 
respectively. In detail, DIC system is composed of CCD 
camera, LED fill light and a high-performance computer, 
which is used to analyze the strain fields on the rock 
surface during the test. The main parameters of D384M 
infrared thermal imager are as follows: infrared 
resolution 384×288 pixels, infrared frame rate 12fps, 
noise equivalent temperature difference 0.045K, and 
temperature measurement range-20~150C.  

Before the test, confining pressure of 2MPa was 
applied to the specimen. Then the disc cutters penetrate 
into the specimen in the displacement controlled manner. 
The loading rate was set to be 0.1mm/min. When the 
penetration depth reaches 10 mm, the test terminates. 
During the indentation, displacement of disc cutters were 
recorded in a real time. Simultaneously, the specimens 

was monitored by DIC system and infrared camera. 
After the test, the data are analyzed by professional 
infrared radiation temperature analysis software, and the 
relevant analysis results are extracted from it. 

 

Fig. 2.  Schematic diagram of experimental equipment 

3 Experimental results and discussions 

3.1 Failure process of rock mass 

To explore the failure process of jointed rock mass, by 
disc cutter, normal force acting on the disc cutters were 
measured, as plotted in Fig. 3. According to this figure, 
the failure process of jointed rock mass can be divided 
into four stages: compaction stage, linear elasticity stage, 
residual failure transition stage and post-failure stage. 
Among them, in the compaction stage, when the cutter 
first comes into contact with the rock sample, the rock 
sample is gradually compacted, and the load curve is 
concave. After the penetration is about 0.5mm, the load 
curve enters the linear elastic stage. With the increase of 
cutter penetration, the intrusion force keeps increasing 
linearly, the rock mass is damaged after loading to the 
peak point, the main crack is formed, and the load drops 
sharply. Then, as the cutter continues to invade, the load 
curve shows obvious plastic deformation characteristics. 
In this process, the micro-cracks continue to expand and 
then communicate with the joint surface, and the load 
drops sharply again. After many residual damage 
transitions, it enters the post-damage stage. 

 
Fig. 3.  Load-time curve of rock sample and corresponding 

average infrared radiation temperature 
 

Furthermore, the cracking process were shown, as 
seen in Fig. 4. In the process of rock breaking, the 
compressive stress failure zone and micro-cracks appear 
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immediately below the cutting edge, which is the initial 
rock breaking. With the continuous indentation of the 
cutters, the rock mass is crushed and cracked, and wing 
cracks begin to emerge from the joint surface and 
continue to expand. In the middle and late stage of cutter 
invasion, wing cracks and radial cracks under cutter 
meet with joint plane to form main cracks. At the later 
stage of cutter invasion, radial cracks spread to the deep, 
forming irregular crack propagation path, lateral cracks 
meeting and rock breaking. 

  
A:t=152s               B:t=198s 

  
C:t=224s               D:t=248s 

Fig. 4.  Cracking process of rock samples at different times 

3.2 Characteristics of strain field in rock mass 
failure process 

Fig. 5 is shows the shear strain fields corresponding to 
marking points A, B, C and D under different loading 
levels. At point A, it is seen that the deformation of the 
specimen is relatively uniform. However, at point B, 
obvious strain concentration area occurs at the joint 
plane, which indicates that the rock mass slips along the 
joint plane. Additionally, wing cracks begin to emerge at 
the joint surface. Consequently, highlighted shear strain 
localization zone exists at the wing cracks. As the 
indentation goes on, the wing cracks propagate 
continuously, the corresponding highlighted shear strain 
localization zone gradually extends to the direction 
perpendicular to the joint plane (point C). The radial 
tension cracks under the cutter head continue to extend 
and penetrate the joint plane. At the same time, wing 
shear cracks extend diagonally along the specimen. 
Therefore, highlighted strain concentration area near the 
joint plane occurs gradually. With the strain localization 
zone continues to expand and extend, the jointed rock 
mass is damaged (point D). 

From the variation of the strain field, it is concluded 
that the strain localization is an important feature of rock 
mass instability and failure, which indicates the crack 
initiation, propagation and coalescence. 

 
Fig. 5.  Shear strain fields of rock sample at different times 

3.3 Characteristics of thermal infrared images 
during rock breaking process 

Similar with the strain field of the specimen, the thermal 
infrared images corresponding to identification points A, 
B, C and D is shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen in this 
figure, no obvious differentiation was observed before 
the peak load. When it is loaded to the peak load 
(marking point B), a local heating zone occurs along the 
joint plane because of the frictional heat effect. Besides, 
propagation of the shear cracks can also cause the 
increase in infrared radiation temperature. However, 
tensile fracture can not lead to frictional heat, so it has 
little impact on the infrared radiation of rock specimens. 

According to the curve of average infrared radiation 
temperature (AIRT) shown in Fig. 3, MIRT grows 
slowly in the initial loading stage, which may be caused 
by the pore gas desorbing-escaping effect and 
thermoelastic effect. Specifically, gas is sealed and 
adsorbed in the pores of the rock sample. Under the 
loading, the pores are compacted, causing the gas in the 
pores escapes. This process needs to dissipate energy, 
resulting in the decrease of infrared radiation 
temperature around the pores by ∆T < 0, i.e. the gas 
escape effect in the pores. On the other hand, there is 
thermoelastic effect. Before the stress reaches the peak 
value, the temperature of thermoelastic effect increases 
more than that of gas escaping process, i.e. the 
temperature of infrared radiation on the rock surface 
increases continuously. At the linear elasticity stage, the 
AIRT rises greatly. Because the tension crack has 
limited propagation, the shear crack initiated generates 
frictional heat generation effect, and the infrared 
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radiation temperature in the vicinity rises sharply. At the 
peak load, obvious fracture appears, causing the energy 
stored in the specimen releases. So the temperature drops 
rapidly. This phenomenon occurs repeatedly in the 
residual failure transition stage until the rock mass is 
completely destroyed. 

 
Fig. 6.  Infrared temperature fields of rock sample at different 

times 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, indentation test was performed on the 
jointed rock mass. Subsequently, the failure process of 
the specimen was investigated by means of the strain 
fields and thermal infrared images. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The failure process of jointed rock mass can be 
divided into four stages according to different load levels: 
compaction stage, linear elastic stage, residual failure 
transition stage and post-failure stage. Different stages 
show different characteristics of strain fields and thermal 
infrared images. The process of crack initiation, 
propagation and penetration is accompanied by different 
multi-source abnormal information. 

(2) The failure of jointed rock mass is characteristic 
by highlighted strain localization, which is an important 
precursor of rock mass instability and failure. It is 
possible to predict the initiation, propagation and 
through path of macroscopic cracks from the change of 
strain fields. The failure of jointed rock mass is 
dominated by the shear failure of joint surface, which is 
marked by the penetration of shear crack, wing crack and 
radial crack. 

(3) There are two main types of cracks during 
loading process, i.e. tensile and shear cracks. During the 
propagation of tensile fracture, no obvious change on 
thermal image is found. However, for the shear cracks, 
abnormal temperature increase on the thermal image can 
be seen. The local warming anomaly is an important 
infrared precursor of rock fracture and instability. 
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